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Abstract  
 

Due to the overpopulation and accelerated urbanization in recent years, there has been 

negative stress on the environment. A significant amount of carbon footprint, excessive 

consumption of natural resources, air pollution affecting the life quality, and excessive waste 

production are the main ingredients of this stress. Since this situation is not sustainable, 

several solutions and strategies emerged under the name of sustainable development, 

especially after the UN’s Brundtland report in 1987. Information flow is a very important tool 

for sustainable development both to question the current situation of the environment and to 

evaluate the strategies and actions to be taken. For this reason, many sustainable assessment 

methods have emerged. Perhaps the most popular among them is the composite indicator 

method, which converts multiple datasets into a single index. Although this method is widely 

used internationally and referred to in policy documents, it has been observed that there is a 

research gap and limitations at the regional scale. In this study, urban sustainability, its 

origins, and its pillars are reviewed. The research gaps and limitations of existing assessment 

methodologies are evaluated. At the final step, the environmental sustainability performance 

of the selected region, London and its wards, are attempted to be measured. By applying 

cluster analysis on the results, regions with similar characteristics are classified to guide the 

decision makers. It is aimed that the datasets to be used for the composite indicator are 

publicly available data, and the variables are selected by taking reference from the existing 

policy documents.  
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

 

1.1 Context  

 

With the influence of the industrial revolution, there has been an increasing movement of 

people from rural areas to urban spaces (United Nations, 2018). The main reason for this 

movement is the idea of people reaching a better quality of life and better economic 

opportunities in cities thanks to the developing circumstances (Grimm et al., 2008). As a 

result, there has been negative stress on the environment due to the over-population in cities 

and accelerated urbanization (United Nations, 1987). A significant amount of carbon 

footprint, excessive consumption of natural resources, air pollution affecting the life quality, 

and excessive waste production are the main ingredients of this stress (ibid.). It is obvious that 

this situation is not sustainable for the environment and the living creatures in the 

environment, so various solutions that can be applied at different scales were necessary to 

reduce the pressure on the environment (Corredor-Ochoa et al., 2020). Immediately after the 

industrial revolution, urban design solutions such as green cities and organic forms in the 

ecological context were put forward (Rees & Wackernagel, 2008). However, these solutions 

did not create global awareness as they only focused on certain aspects of sustainability. 

Perhaps, the first study that approaches sustainability in a holistic way is the work of the 

United Nations called the Brundtland Report focused on the term sustainable development 

(Corredor-Ochoa et al., 2020). Although the definition of sustainability has changed 

throughout history, the definitions in this report constitute the origin of urban sustainability, 

and the global call made in this report has increased awareness and accelerated the work in 

the field of urban sustainability (Daly, 1990). Many organizations and institutions have set 

strategies and targets for sustainable development. However, as stated in the Brundtland 
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report, assessment methodologies, which monitor the current situation regarding to different 

aspects of urban sustainability, are needed to evaluate strategies and to set new targets 

(Corredor-Ochoa et al., 2020). There are several sustainability assessment methodologies, for 

example, Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI) evaluates countries on a global scale in 

the context of the environmental pillar of sustainability (Mori & Christodoulou, 2012). 

This dissertation will consist of two stages: Theoretical and methodological. At the theoretical 

stage, urban sustainability and its environmental pillar will be reviewed from a historical 

perspective. Environmental sustainability assessment methodologies will then be examined 

and associated with the relevant policy. At the methodological stage, the environmental 

sustainability performance of a selected region will be measure and evaluated by using the 

composite indicator method. In other words, the aim to construct composite framework that 

can measure the environmental sustainability performance of selected urban regions with the 

help of relevant datasets. The following questions will be answered:  

 

• What factors promote environmental sustainability and how can environmental 

indicators affect sustainability?  

• In order to measure environmental sustainability performance of cities, is it possible 

to get benefit from open data, and is it possible to create a composite framework 

which shows environmental performance effectively? 

• Can such a framework assist decision-makers to provide better policy? 
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1.2 Research Outline 

 

In this research, the issue of environmental sustainability will be approached both 

theoretically and methodologically. While chapter 2, 3 and 4 are more related to literature 

review as can be considered as theoretical part, chapter 5 and 6 contains methodological 

approaches.  

Chapter 2 – while focusing on the definition of urban sustainability, it will also be discussed 

how the definition and content of urban sustainability have altered over the course of history. 

This section will also contain theoretical information on why and where urban sustainability 

emerged. Environmental, social, and economic pillars of sustainability will be also under 

discussion. 

Chapter 3 – The concept of the environmental sustainability will be focused and, in this 

context, different assessment methodologies such as environment in general, LCA and 

composite indicators will be reviewed from a historical perspective. In addition, the 

composite indicator will be described in detail and assessment examples applied using the 

composite indicator method at different scales such as international, national and regional will 

be examined.  

Chapter 4 – The relationship between assessment methodologies and policy regarding to 

sustainability will be discussed. The gaps in the literature and the limitations in the 

methodologies will also be discussed and the motivation of the study will be described.  

Chapter 5 – The composite indicator methodology will be implemented for the selected 

region. 10 steps described in the OECD’s handbook for constructing composite indicator will 

be followed. 
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Chapter 6 – The results obtained as a result of the applied methodology will be reviewed and 

visualised.  

Chapter 7 – The research will be summarized with the overall findings. 

 

1.3 Ethical Consideration  

Since the purpose of this study is to measure environmental sustainability by using already 

publicly available data, all data used in the research are publicly available and can be found in 

London Datastore. In addition, no data contains information that can harm any institution or 

person, therefore there is no vulnerability issue in this research in terms of data usage. On the 

other hand, it should be noted that the index, which emerges as a result of the research and 

indicates environmental sustainability performance of selected region, may contain 

inaccuracies regarding to methodology and data used. For this reason, using the result alone 

may lead to misdirection.  

 

Chapter 2 - Urban Sustainability Term and Its History 

 

The straightforward and general explanation of the sustainability is the ability of any defined 

phenomenon or behaviour to maintain indefinitely (Glavič & Lukman, 2007). Unlike the 

concept of sustainability, urban sustainability which is a branch of sustainability aims to 

increase well-being of humankind and the planet in the long run, rather than continuing it 

indefinitely as it is impossible (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, 2016). As can 

be understood from its basic definition and its own contradictions, the concept of 

sustainability is a wide, multifaceted, and multiscale topic. For this reason, it should be noted 

to what extent the concept of urban sustainability is covered in this research. To define the 
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extent and to understand the definition in a clear way, it is crucial to review the roots of urban 

sustainability from a historical perspective. In this chapter, urban sustainability and its 

components will be defined by examining the historical evolution of the concept of 

sustainability. 

As a result of industrial revolution, the world entered a new era. Expanding population, mass 

production, urbanization, and the exceeding consumption and depleting natural resources are 

the key elements of this new era (More & More, 2002). Cities had been an important part of 

socio-economic development, but there is no doubt that they also brought with them various 

environmental problems which could lead to the end of human civilization or even the 

ecosystem (Wu, 2014). The fact that this situation (“industrial way of life”) is not sustainable 

first mentioned in a report called A Blueprint for Survival in 1972 published before the UN 

Conference on the Human Environment (Basiago, 1996). In UN conference, first global 

action plan was created to solve “the present problems for the preservation of the 

environment” with adequate policies and measures (Vasseur, 1973). Framework for 

environmental action plan also consisted of several recommendations under three types of 

action showed in diagram: Environmental assessment, environmental management, and 

supporting measures (Vasseur, 1973). Since it is the first comprehensive action plan on the 

urban sustainability as global issue, it has guided following research (Corredor-Ochoa et al., 

2020). Although this action plan addressed environmental problems and makes 

recommendations to solve these problems, it did not clearly frame urban sustainability and 

sustainable development. This terminology gap has been successfully filled in the Brundtland 

report in 1987 (Kaur & Garg, 2019). 

 

Before mentioning the Brundtland report, it would be useful to mention some studies that 

unintentionally form the basis of the concept of urban sustainability in terms of theory and 
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methodology. These are studies that reflect on how sustainable cities can be without a holistic 

approach to urban sustainability. In terms of urban planning and urban form, Howard 

mentioned about a garden city which harmonized town and country, Wright and Geddes 

created an organic form intertwined with nature for the sustainable city, Canfield attempted to 

design city that respects the nature’s carrying capacity, Lyle and Corbett tried to benefit from 

green infrastructure, solar power in a passive way, natural drainage (Howard, 1902) 

(Wright, 1935) (McHarg, 1969) (Canfield, 1993) (Corbett and Corbett, 1984). These are the 

attempts to achieve sustainability regarding to urban form (Basiago, 1996). In terms of 

academic literature, in Silent Spring, Carson mentioned about environment and its 

conservation and highlighted the danger of urbanization. As a result, she increased public 

awareness of sustainability issue and contributed to the academic literature by attracting the 

attention of global institutions in this field (Paull, 2013). In addition, in The Limits of Growth 

(1972), sustainability is implied by questioning inhabitant’s presence on the world that is 

defined as “simply not ample enough nor generous enough to accommodate much linger such 

egocentric and conflictive behaviour by its inhabitants” (Meadows, Meadows, Randers, & 

Behrens, 1972, p.192) (Vojnovic, 2014). And, it is suggested that sustainability could be 

provided by achieving socio-ecological equilibrium (Vojnovic, 2014).  But neither these 

studies nor the UN conference in 1973 approached urban sustainability as holistically and 

globally as in the Brundtland report.  

In 1987, The UN’s WCED (World Commission on Environment and Development) published 

the report called Our Common Future which is also known as Brundtland report. It 

contributed “a political opening for the proper concept of sustainable development to evolve” 

(Daly, 1990). The report developed series of clear definition for the terms such as urban 

sustainability, urban ecosystem, different aspects of sustainability and more importantly 

sustainable development (Basiago, 1996). Sustainable development introduced in the 
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WCED’s report: “Humanity has the ability to make development sustainable to ensure that it 

meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 

their own needs” (UN, 1987, 15). In addition, it provided the adequate link between three 

aspects of the sustainability to support urban sustainability: Economic, social and 

environmental (Corredor-Ochoa et al., 2020). The report organised a global action call with 

solutions for the need to change the behaviour of institution and policies to solve mentioned 

environmental problems (Vojnovic, 2014). Action call and detailed policy framework 

provided by WCED has triggered raising urban sustainability to the top of the agenda of 

politicians and scientist (Sharifi, 2021). Therefore, Brundtland report is seen as an origin point 

in sustainable development as it provides background information and framework to many 

studies. The most important of these studies is the largest environmental conference ever held 

by UN (UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro (Vojnovic, 2014).  

In the light of historical information, the terms to be used in this research can be properly 

defined. From the existing literature mentioned above, the most appropriate definition of 

urban sustainability, discussed by Newman (1999), could be:  

promote and enable the long-term well-being of people and the planet, through 

efficient use of natural resources and production of wastes within a city region while 

simultaneously improving its livability, through social amenities, economic 

opportunity, and health, so that it can better fit within the capacities of local, regional, 

and global ecosystems, 

    (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, 2016) 

The definition is derived from the main principles to promote urban sustainability mentioned 

in both UN Conference on the Human Environment and Brundtland report (Vasseur, 1973) 

(UN, 1987). According to this definition, urban sustainability is a desired state that refer to 
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series of dynamic conditions which meet the requirements of current and future (Wu, 2014). 

To achieve urban sustainability, Brundtland report focuses on the terms sustainable 

development and sustainable growth. As mentioned in the report:  

“sustainable development is a process of change in which the exploitation of 

resources, the direction of investments, the orientation of technological devel- opment; 

and institutional change are all in harmony and enhance both current and future 

potential to meet human needs and aspi- rations” 

        (UN, 1987) 

In other words, sustainable development is a process that sustainability can be achieved (Wu, 

2014). While sustainable development is qualitative enhancement, sustainable growth is 

quantitative increase regarding to physical state (Daly, 1990). As there is strong relationship 

between these terms, without sustainable development, it is not possible to achieve urban 

sustainability and growth (Daly, 1990).  

 

While Brundtland report focuses on six elements to review in order to accomplish urban 

sustainability (population and human resources, food security, species and ecosystems, 

energy, industry), urban sustainability has been classified into three pillars as the scope of 

sustainability has expanded over time (Corredor-Ochoa et al., 2020) (Purvis et al., 2019). 

Another reason for this classification is that Brundtland’s definition of sustainability is too 

abstract for decision-makers in terms of planning and management (Fiksel et al., 2012). 

Therefore, the need for functional definition of sustainability for decision-makers have 

resulted in classifying sustainability into three pillars (Figure 2.1): Environmental, economic 

and social (Fiksel et al., 2012). To define it simply, social sustainability is the ability of the 

social systems to remain at a threshold level of well-being. Wars, injustice, and poverties can 
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be examples of social sustainability indicators. Economic sustainability is the ability of an 

economy to remain a threshold level of production. Similarly, environmental sustainability is 

the ability of the environment to stand on a defined level of environmental balance and natural 

resources (Purvis et al., 2019). There is a clearly dialectical relationship between these pillars. 

The fact that one of them is not at the defined level negatively affects the others (Purvis et al., 

2019). Therefore, organizations must consider all of them when mentioning or assessing 

urban sustainability, however, they can put more emphasis -trade-offs- on one. For example, 

while WTO and UN focuses mostly on the economic pillar due to the request of its members, 

OECD focuses both economic and social pillars (Purvis et al., 2019). Since the economic 

pillar is prioritized by the institutions and followed by the social pillar, the fact that 

environmental pillar, which is relatively more affected by them, is not prioritized creates a 

gap (Purvis et al., 2019). Therefore, in this research, the environmental aspect will be 

emphasized more.  

 

Figure 2.1: Three Pillars of Sustainability. Adapted from (Purvis et al., 2019). 

Appropriate policies must be made to achieve sustainability in all three pillars. As the UN 

Conference in 1972 have emphasized, proper policies can only be made when the current 

situation is followed and monitored properly (Figure 2.2.) (Vasseur, 1973). For this reason, 

methodologies have been developed to monitor and assess the current situation in terms of 

sustainability manner in the historical process. 
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Figure 2.2: The Framework of the Action Plan. Adapted from (Vasseur, 1973). 

 

Chapter 3 - Environmental Sustainability Assessment 

Methodologies  

 

As explained in Chapter 2, the definition of sustainability developed cumulatively over time. 

As this definition evolved, evaluating sustainability emerged spontaneously in the context of 

the literature. Various approaches have emerged on the sustainability assessment in the 

international arena, with the influence of the Brundtland report. In this context, the 

sustainability assessment has been seen in two different contexts both in methodological and 

theoretical fields. The first is to control how sustainable the city is, and the second is to 

measure the impact of the actions or policies to be taken on urban sustainability (Adinyira et 

al., 2007). In this chapter, different types of sustainability assessments throughout history will 

be examined in terms of methodological foundation and scale.  
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3.1 Assessment Methodologies  

As mentioned in Chapter 2, prior to the publication of the Brundtland report, there were 

studies that indicated that factors such as population explosion, mass production and overuse 

of natural resources cause several environmental problems such as pollution and adverse 

effects on biodiversity. As a result of these studies, environmental aspect of urban 

sustainability is measured generally using traditional ways such as predefined checklists or 

matrices and several methods such as logical framework, cost-effectiveness analysis and 

multi-criteria evaluations (Adinyira et al., 2007). This kind of measurement methods are 

called “environment in general” (Adinyira et al., 2007). With the effect of UN Conference in 

1973, values about resource consumption and pollution are mostly considered in this 

methodology. In addition, due to the studies that attempt to achieve ecological development 

by changing urban form such as garden city are also given importance. Due to its limited 

capacity and the availability of more advanced methods, environment in general methodology 

is not used today (Adinyira et al., 2007).  

With the influence of the UN Conference in Rio de Janeiro, where the Brundtland report was 

also discussed, we can see that a new sustainability assessment method called life cycle 

assessment (LCA), which is more advanced than traditional “environment in general” method, 

has emerged (Bond et al., 2012). LCA is basically a tool evaluate the potential environmental 

impacts of products or services at all stages in their life cycle. Compared to traditional 

method, LCA considers not only environmental issues but also social and economic issues 

(Adinyira et al., 2007). However, this method also has some weakness in processing complex 

and large data about sustainability issues. Therefore, although it can evaluate different aspects 

of sustainability, it fails when it comes to integrating them (Adinyira et al., 2007).  

Since LCA and environment in general methods could not assess urban sustainability in a 

holistic and cumulative way regarding to three pillars of environment, a new method was 
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needed. While method called environment in general focuses only environmental aspect of 

sustainability due to the lack of term sustainability in the academic literature, LCA method 

tries to evaluate three pillars separately. However, decision-makers need to evaluate all 

aspects of sustainability in an integrated way to make more effective decisions. Therefore, 

new methodology called sustainability indicators that benefit from wide variety of indicators 

have been emerged (Adinyira et al., 2007). With significant indicators and as a result an 

effective feedback mechanism, policy makers can easily understand and quantify and monitor 

the cumulative effects of policies. This method also gives flexibility to institutions to focus on 

desired pillar of urban sustainability, as it allows freedom in the selection of extensive list of 

indicators (Adinyira et al., 2007). There are many studies indicating that this method has been 

applied at different scales such as international, urban and regional (Alberti, 1996). But before 

diving into these studies, it would be useful to look at composite indicator terminology which 

is a popular way of integrating different types of sustainable indicator.  

 

3.2 Composite Indicator (CI) 

Composite indicators, also called composite indices, has become popular recently, with some 

institutions adopting it in their research. This has attracted the attention of many researchers 

and policy makers, as has led to more use of this methodology. In terms of conceptual 

definition, composite indicators are “[…] based on sub-indicators that have no common 

meaningful unit of measurement and there is no obvious way of weighting these sub-

indicators” (Saisana and Tarantola 2002, p. 5). Technical definition could be a mathematical 

aggregation of a group of sub-indicators (Greco et al., 2019). CI method helps researchers and 

decision-makers compile and summarize complicated and multifaceted problems, it also helps 

users such as citizens to understand the problem in a clear way (El Gibari et al., 2019). 
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 If we look at the practical examples of this field, CI is used to measure and evaluate 

“county’s competitiveness (World Economic Forum), the quality of its governance (World 

Justice Project), the freedom of its press (Freedom House), the global, regional and national 

Human Development (The United Nations Development Programme) and […] etc”  (El 

Gibari et al., 2019). There are also several limitations of this methodology. For example, it 

may misguide and non-robust policy actions, however, this problem can be solved by 

evaluating sensitivity analysis for robustness (Greco et al., 2019). In addition, it may force 

politicians to get simple and casual conclusions (Greco et al., 2019). Since it excludes 

qualitative data, it can only examine quantitative data (Greco et al., 2019). In order for the 

methodology not to give misleading results, sub-indicators should be carefully selected and 

treated.  

 

3.3 Methodologies in terms of scale 

As mentioned above, there are studies in which environmental sustainability is evaluated at 

different scales. Examining evaluation studies at different scales using different methods is 

important in terms of understanding the gaps and limits of sustainability assessment 

methodologies. On an international scale, there are two effective studies that are both 

intertwined with policy and focusing on environmental pillar of sustainability: Environmental 

Sustainability Index (ESI) and Environmental Performance Index (EPI). (Singh et al., 2009). 

There are indeed more studies that focus on sustainability assessment on a global scale such 

as Innovation Index, Index of sustainable and economic welfare and Living Planet Index etc 

(Singh et al., 2009). However, as the scope of this research is limited to the environmental 

pillar of sustainability, there is no need to mention the others.   
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When the first version of the ESI was published in 2000, there were no other sources 

assessing environmental sustainability on a global scale, therefore, it can be accepted as an 

origin for an environmental assessment on a global scale (National & Stewardship, 2005). ESI 

integrate 76 different datasets into 21 indicators of environmental sustainability which help to 

make comparison across five broad categories. These are “environmental systems, reducing 

environmental stresses, reducing human vulnerability to environmental stresses, societal and 

institutional capacity to respond to environmental challenges and global stewardship” 

(National & Stewardship, 2005). Although it is aimed to evaluate the countries under these 

categories and make comparisons between them, it is obvious that the results obtained from 

this study are too broad and abstract for policies as declared in EPI (Yale Center for 

Environmental Law & Policy, 2006). In response’s to ESI’s weak link with policy, EPI aimed 

to fill this gap by organizing the indicators into 6 policy categories (Yale Center for 

Environmental Law & Policy, 2006). As a result, each country is indexed with a certain score, 

which give better sustainability insights to policy makers in international and national context, 

with the help of selected environmental sustainability indicators as described in the 

methodology of EPI (Yale Center for Environmental Law & Policy, 2006). 

On the building and its environment scale, Building Research Establishment Environmental 

Assessment Method (BREAAM) and Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 

(LEED) could be a good and effective example (Kaur & Garg, 2019). These studies focus on 

the environmental assessment of existing or under construction urban projects (Ameen et al., 

2015). BREEAM published in 1990 uses composite indicator method to evaluate 

sustainability values of the building that cover a range of environmental issues at every stage. 

These environmental issues are categorised such as energy consumption, water usage, waste 

management, land use, transportation, health, and well-being. The assessment process of 

BREEAM results in certification which may also help to raise public awareness of 
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environmental problem (Kaur & Garg, 2019). Although LEED’s methodological approach is 

similar to BREEAM, the main differences are weight of environmental indicators used and 

certification systems (Ameen et al., 2015). While LEED bases its own threshold on 

percentages, BREEAM has its own quantitative standards and puts more weight on the 

construction stage of building (Ameen et al., 2015).  

While important studies such as EPI and ESI contribute to environmental assessment on a 

global scale, certification methods such as LEED and BREEAM contribute to the building 

environment scale. However, when we look at the regional scale, it is obvious that there is a 

systematic research gap and confusion (Cohen, 2017). As declared in Cohen’s systematic 

literature review of urban sustainability assessment, environmental assessment studies on 

global scale could be insufficient for actions and policies to be taken on regional scale 

(Cohen, 2017). Cohen examined 69 studies aimed to fill this deficiency. From the literature, 

various methods such as sustainability indicator, urban carrying capacity, asset-based 

framework, urban form and etc are used in these studies (Cohen, 2017). However, the 

majority of these studies are limited to the socio-environmental context which could be 

considered as abstract regarding to decision-making process rather than environmental 

sustainability itself. In addition, most of these studies are limited in the diversity of selected 

region (Cohen, 2017). Therefore, the need for a holistic approach to environmental 

sustainability assessment at the region scale is inevitable.  

 

Chapter 4 - Policy View 

4.1 Link to Policy  
 

So far, evolution of sustainability definitions has been discussed in Chapter 2 and 

sustainability assessment in terms of methodology and scale has been reviewed in Chapter 3. 
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At this point, it is crucial to explain how assessments and indicators can be linked to policy 

and its implementations. The first link to policy within the scope of sustainability was made in 

the Brundtlandt report with the term sustainable development which refers common issues 

and challenges discussed in the “Our Common Future” (Shields et al., 2002). After the UN’s 

approach to sustainable policy, sustainability goals, strategies and principles are enhanced 

(Vojnovic, 2014). As sustainable development is a dynamic and cyclical process, objectives 

and strategies have changed and improved over time with international studies. Therefore, 

instead of examining objectives, it is more important to examine how the ever-changing 

systems connects with the methodology.  

Policy makers will be tended to make more efficient and meaningful strategies-goals on the 

off chance that they comprehend the consequence of selecting strategies. In addition to this 

fact, sustainability development is data driven issue. Therefore, it is clear to realize the 

importance of indices and indicators as they give comprehensive insights to decision makers 

while defining sustainability policies. Resource management which is the model frequently 

referred by policy makers may explain hierarchy behind data-driven systems. Values are put 

at the top of the hierarchical triangle. Those values impact and are affected by society. 

Dialectic relationship between society and values results in defining objectives which also 

influence to make actions and their impact. As a result, a feedback loop between values and 

systems through control and information flow is established (Shields and Mitchell, 1997). In 

this hierarchy (Figure 4.1), assessment methodologies play the role at the values level by 

processing primary data and presenting it as an indicator or indices. In other words, 

assessment methods help not only to determine objectives and acts but also review and 

adaptation as a feedback process. 
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Figure 4.1 Control and information flow – Hierarchical Model of Resource Management. Adapted from (Shields 

et al., 2002). 

4.2 Motivation of The Study 

 

Although international assessment studies such as EPI and ESI are successful and innovative 

in terms of the quality of work and policy side, there are also several limitations. Firstly, as 

mentioned in the EPI report, lack of data and poor quality of data are one of the problems 

regarding to assessment framework (Mori & Christodoulou, 2012). Since the resulting 

composite framework is naturally related to create competitive indices among countries, this 

poor-quality data problem may affect all countries in the study as threshold level is decided 

according to all data (Yale Center for Environmental Law & Policy, 2006). Therefore, this 

limitation may cause to mislead the decision-makers and public while taking actions and 

codifying laws. Secondly, each country is characteristic as they have different properties. 

Therefore, indicator selection and weighting approach for indicator should be carefully 

designed. However, ESI gives equal weight to each indicator. On the contrary, EPI 

contributes more detailed weighting approach to indicators (Yale Center for Environmental 

Law & Policy, 2006). However, this contribution remains still vague and abstract in terms of 
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different scales for sustainability. In addition, for example, equal weighted overfishing data 

used in the ESI may give undesirable result as some countries have no problem with it (Yale 

Center for Environmental Law & Policy, 2006). 

Thirdly, although UN’s and EU’s approaches to define objectives and goals are effective to 

achieve environmental sustainability and these objectives are adopted to different scales such 

as national and regional level, there is clearly research gaps in terms of policy adjustment 

when it comes to measurement of actions taken on the regional scale. When environmental 

sustainability can be achieved on an international scale, it may not be achieved at small scales 

(Yigitcanlar et al., 2015). The opposite of this situation could also work. Because, for 

example, although natural carrying capacity data give good results on global scale, some cities 

may exceed the carrying capacity limit and some may be far below the limit. Therefore, it is 

inevitable that there is need to assess environmental sustainability on the lower scales. While 

there are effective evaluation methods at the building environment scale such as BREEAM 

and LEED, assessment issue is problematic at the urban scale (city itself and its regions). In 

recent studies of UN and OECD, it is seen that big cities are also taken into consideration of 

assessment (Morelli, 2011). However, there is still assessment gap regarding to cities regions. 

Most of city councils consult several NGOs and consultation firms for different aspects of 

environmental sustainability. However, there is need for holistic approach to all aspect of 

environmental sustainability in order to give comprehensive guide to policy makers at the 

urban level.  

When we look at the environmental sustainability issue at the urban level with the principle of 

“think globally, act locally” and consider research gaps in terms of policy view, composite 

indices methodology to assess the actions and redefine objectives for environmental 

sustainability at the urban level is crucial. Therefore, in this study, selected urban region and 
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its components will be examined by compositing indicator selected and weighted carefully for 

that region.  

 

Chapter 5 - Methodology  

As defined in Chapter 3, composite indicator is a value aggregated from individual datasets. 

In other words, it is useful and informative summary of multiple dataset that can decrease 

information flow to policy-makers and public (Jacobs et al., 2004). When it comes to 

environmental sustainability development, composite indicator has many advantages 

regarding to policy view as it is providing a more simplistic results of assessment (Marazza et 

al., 2011). In this research, a single index presenting environmental sustainability score will 

be provided at the urban scale with the help of composite indicator method. Comprehensive 

guide of OECD’s handbook on construction composite indicators will help to construct the 

methodology step by step. The methodology will be like ESI and EPI, however, indicator 

selection and aggregation approach will be reviewed as scale of research is different. In 

addition, the construction of aggregated index is complicated issue and if not built properly, it 

can misguide the policy and public (Jacobs et al., 2004). Therefore, while following OECD’s 

steps, different pathways will be applied and reviewed.  

 

5.1 Urban Region Selection for Analysis 

There are two main factors for urban region selection. Firstly, selected region should include 

development plan and strategy for environmental sustainability so that the composite indicator 

score provided can assess the strategy and its actions. As discussed in Chapter 4, assessment 

of environmental sustainability can help policy makers in two way: Assessing existing 

strategies and defining new objectives according to the composite results (Shields et al., 2002) 
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In addition, existing strategies and objectives can guide the indicator selection process for the 

composite indicator. Second factor is that the selected area should have good quality of 

information flows, in other words the data availability is necessary. Nowadays, many 

developed cities have already good quality data about the context. However, it is necessary 

that these data can be integrated to lower urban scales so that lower scales in the selected 

region can be assessed as it is the aim of this research. Therefore, Greater London, which 

provides data up to lower scales and has detailed strategy plan within the scope of 

environmental sustainability, is preferred.   

 

5.2 Developing a Theoretical Framework  

 

Theoretical framework is an essential part of the methodology as it provides clear definition 

of the phenomenon to be assessed on a specific dimension (Nardo et al., 2005). As aim of this 

research mentioned above, environmental sustainability of Greater London’s regions in a 

competitive manner is what is desirable to measure. To measure, it is important to define sub-

components and indicators. While ESI’s categorized data is referred for providing guideline to 

construct domains, London Environmental Strategy and Implementation Plan (LESIP) 

published in 2018 assists to find which data is necessary for measurement. LESIP’s approach 

gathers all aspects of environment and categorised the following sub-components: 

- “Air quality” 

- “Green Infrastructure” 

- “Climate Change Mitigation and Energy” 

- “Waste” 

- “Adapting to Climate Change” 
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- “Ambient Noise” 

- “Low Carbon Circular Economy”     

(Greater London Authority, 2018) 

Under these categories, objectives such as clean energy, zero waste city, more green 

infrastructure, better air quality etc. are set. Data will be selecting according to goals defined 

in this policy document. On the other hand, ESI’s 21 indicators and 5 sub-components are 

also useful, however, as it measures each nation’s environmental sustainability some 

indicators may not be effective. For example, several variables in global stewardship and 

social-institutional capacity components will not work at the regional scale if these variables 

are same for all nation or London. Therefore, components for theoretical framework will be 

defined in the data selection stage. 

 

5.3 Data Selection  

As mentioned in OECD’s handbook: “The strengths and weaknesses of composite indicators 

largely derive from the quality of the underlying variables” (Nardo et al., 2005). For this 

reason, data selection is one of the building blocks of the methodology. Although data 

selection is left to the researcher’s perspective on the subject, it should follow the theoretical 

structure (Jacobs et al., 2004). The intended theoretical structure is to follow LESIP as much 

as possible. However, in this policy document, since each component stated above is 

evaluated separately, ESI’s assistance is sought in finding the domains needed for a 

comprehensive measurement. At this stage, theoretical structure remains unclear without 

testing the availability of data. Therefore, domains will take shape after examining the 

available publicly open data. Proxy variables can be also reviewed when the requested data is 

unavailable (Nardo et al., 2005).  
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5.3.1 Air Quality  

It is necessary to increase air quality by minimizing air pollution concentrations in order to 

protect human and environmental health (Greater London Authority, 2018). Air 

concentrations datasets are derived from London Atmospheric Emissions by GLA and TFL. 

The publicly open dataset includes ground level concentrations of annual mean NOx, NO2, 

PM10 and PM2.5 in µg/m3 lastly updated in 2016 (GLA, 2016). 20m grid resolution data 

provided in GIS format has been converted to ward scale by taking mean concentrations 

within each ward with the help of QGIS Application. High concentrations value indicates 

poor air quality and lower air quality means lower value for environmental sustainability 

(Button, 2002). While objectives and strategies about air quality as describe in separate 

chapter in LEPIS, ESI has placed the air quality indicator under the environmental systems 

domain.  

 

5.3.2 Land Usage  

In ESI document, land usage indicator which is under the environmental system domain are 

divided into separate variables such as wilderness area, developed area and water quantity 

(Yale Center for Environmental Law & Policy, 2006). On the other hand, in LEPIS, only 

green infrastructure issue is mentioned in an objective manner as using the full potential of 

green spaces to enhance people’s quality of life. Available data found in London Green and 

Blue Cover dataset which provide the percentage of green cover value including the city’s 

park, gardens, trees, green spaces and green roofs, and the percentage of blue cover value 

including rivers and wetlands (GLA, 2019). As it is not appropriate to talk about wilderness in 

urban area, this variable in ESI is neglected. In an environmental sustainability manner, more 
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percentage values of both green and blue cover mean more sustainability value and this land 

usage indicator could be placed under environmental system domain. 

 

5.3.3 Ambient Temperature  

Due to the urban heat island effect, air and surface temperature increase in urban areas more 

than rural parts. (Wu, 2014). High temperatures due to probably relatively large urban spaces 

and anthropogenic heat sources maybe uncomfortable in terms of human health and 

environmental life as describe in the adapting to climate change chapter of LESIP (Greater 

London Authority, 2018). Therefore, more ground and air temperature values mean less 

environmental sustainability score. Relevant data found in London’s Urban Heat Island 

datasets (GLA, 2013).  Average temperature across the summer period value provided in a 

high-resolution shapefile format is converted into ward scale by calculating mean values 

within each ward with the help of QGIS tools. This variable could be also considered as a part 

of environmental system and therefore placed under this domain.  

 

5.3.4 Population Density and Fertility Rate 

Although human population value is more related to social pillar, it is inevitable that 

urbanization variables such as population density and fertility rate can dominantly affect 

environmental side of sustainability (Rees & Wackernagel, 2008). ESI defines the impact of 

human factors like population growth on the environment as environmental stresses and 

places these factors under reducing environmental stress domain (Yale Center for 

Environmental Law & Policy, 2006). Ward Profiles and Atlas datasets include population 

density per sqm and general fertility rate (GLA, 2014).  
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5.3.5 Waste and Recycle Rate  

In LESIP’s chapter 6, waste management strategy is issued as a big impact on the 

environment, and it aims to reduce the amount of waste year by year in order to transform 

London into a zero-waste city (Greater London Authority, 2018). Additionally, ESI use waste 

recycling rates and waste generation variables to measure waste and consumption pressures 

indicator which is under the reducing environmental stresses domain (Yale Center for 

Environmental Law & Policy, 2006). Unfortunately, relevant datasets are not available at the 

ward scale. Instead, as proxy measures, waste generated per head and household recycled rate 

datasets at borough scale are derived from the waste reduction and recycling plans for each 

borough by scanning them separately.  

 

5.3.6 Ecological and Carbon Footprint  

Ecological footprint and carbon footprint are an indices that attempt to measure external 

impacts on environment such as the total consumption of goods and services (Mori & 

Christodoulou, 2012). Therefore, it is an essential part of environmental sustainability. In ESI, 

ecological footprint is categorised under the same heading as waste management (Yale Center 

for Environmental Law & Policy, 2006). In LESIP, this issue is mentioned in the low carbon 

circular economy section. In London Datastore, environmental footprint datasets include 

ecological and carbon footprint values provided ktoe per capita at borough scale. Although 

the data is not available at ward scale, it can still provide better insight to compare boroughs 

regarding to environmental sustainability  
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5.3.7 Vehicles in Use  

Composite indicators can have both output and input variables simultaneously (Nardo et al., 

2005). These variables can correlate with each other and therefore this situation may result in 

the problem called “double counting of element” (ibid.). Without having multivariate 

analysis, one can easily understand that vehicles in use and relevant datasets such as air 

quality and footprint data are related to each other. In order to eliminate the double counting 

problem, several weighting approaches are developed which will be reviewed in next 

sections. The main reason behind the usage of this data from policy document. As mentioned 

in chapter 9, low and ultra-low carbon zones strategy, which basically limits fuel vehicle 

traffic in defined areas, is implemented in order to minimise the negative effect of vehicles 

usage (Greater London Authority, 2018). Correlated datasets with vehicles in use include 

other factors and therefore to monitor the consequences of the strategy vehicles in use datasets 

intentionally will be used. In ESI, this indicator is associated with the reducing environmental 

stress domain. Ward Profiles and Atlas datasets have relevant information flow about vehicles 

in use per household (GLA, 2014). 

 

5.4 Theoretical Framework  

The theoretical framework has emerged more clearly when compliance of publicly available 

data is scanned and checked by referring to the objectives in the London environmental 

strategy policy document. In addition, the ESI methodology has been also reviewed to decide 

on the main domains of the composite indicator, and considering the publicly available data, it 

is appropriate to have two main domains under the name of environmental systems and 

environmental stresses. Environmental systems consist of air quality variables- PM25, PM10, 

NOx and NO2, and land usage variables- the percentage of water and green spaces and 

ambient temperature which can be considered as proxy measurement of urban heat island 
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effect. Environmental stresses include population growth variables- population density and 

fertility rate, waste and recycle rate, ecological and carbon footprint and finally vehicles in 

use. However, it is necessary to have multivariate analysis in order to decide the way of 

combination of these variables.  
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Table 5.1: Details of final datasets 
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5.5 Multivariate Analysis – Initial Data Exploration  

It is essential to understand each dataset that will be used in composite indicator before doing 

deeper analysis. Analyses without looking at the interrelationship between each individual 

indicator can mislead the decision makers (Nardo et al., 2005). Therefore, initial data 

exploration may give better insight for normalisation, weighting, and aggregation processes. 

In addition, in the data exploration part, correlation analysis between individual datasets will 

be applied in order to avoid redundancy effect.  

As demonstrated in the Table 5.1, each individual dataset has different unit. For example, 

while carbon footprint values are provided in ktoe per capita unit, ambient temperature values 

are provided in centigrade format. In order to combine individual datasets in a meaningful 

way, it is necessary to standardize them (Singh et al., 2009). In the normalisation and 

weighting stages, standardize methods will be discussed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 5.1: Correlation plot for selected datasets 
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The correlation plot (Figure 5.1) may help to get rid of double counting problem if there is 

high degree of correlation between variables (Nardo et al., 2005). It can also help to 

understand the relationship between individual datasets in an environmental sustainability 

manner. However, before discussing correlation plot, it is important to note that there is 

always a certain correlation between the variables since environmental sustainability variables 

include both input and output measures (Nardo et al., 2005). The aim is minimising 

redundancy by defining threshold correlation level since it could be dangerous to aggregate 

strongly correlated variables. From the plot, most obvious correlation is among the air quality 

datasets. For instances, there is a 97 percent correlation between PM10 and NO2. Therefore, 

PM25, PM10, NO2 and NOX datasets should be combined with each other under the name of 

air quality indicator without affecting overall result. On the other hand, ecological footprint 

and carbon footprint datasets are also strongly correlated therefore same procedure should be 

applied to them. As it is expected, percentage of green space and ambient temperature 

datasets are negatively correlated. There is also manageable correlation between vehicles in 

use and air quality datasets, however, as mentioned above vehicles in use datasets 

intentionally are added to composite indicator in order to see the effect of low carbon zone 

policies. As a result, as it is expected there is generally a 10 to 40 percent correlation between 

each dataset excluding air quality and footprints datasets. This expected amount of correlation 

is manageable.  
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Table 5.2: Summary Statistics for final datasets 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Data Distribution Plot for PM10, PM25, NO2, NOX, CAR_USE and POPD 
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Figure 5.3: Data distribution plot for FERTR, TEMP, CARBONF, ECOF, WATER AND WASTE 

 

5.6 Normalisation  

Normalisation process is recommended before any aggregation since each indicator have 

different unit (Cherchye et al., 2008). There are many normalisation methods when creating a 

composite indicator, however, in order to select appropriate method it is useful to look at the 

distribution of datasets. (Nardo et al., 2005). As can be clearly seen from the Figure 5.2 and 

Figure 5.3, the most problematic data is the percentage of water. This dataset is extremely 

skewed due to the large amount of zero values. More than 50 percent of the wards have zero 

value in the blue cover percentage. Therefore, this dataset is excluded since it is not 

manageable in the normalisation process. Except for water percentage data, there is no 

extremely skewed distribution and also no extreme outlier. The air quality datasets including 

PM10, PM25, NOX and NO2 have positively skewed distribution. On the other hand, carbon 

footprint, ecological footprint, fertility rate and waste datasets are normally distributions with 

small noises. Ambient temperature is the only data with a negatively skewed distribution. 
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Although there is no extreme outlier in selected datasets, there are some minor outliers that 

may affect the composite indicator results. Therefore, in order to de-emphasize these outliers 

and to fix skewed distribution problems, logarithmic transformation is applied to each dataset. 

The idea of logarithmic transformation is that “taking the log of the data can restore symmetry 

to the data” (Metcalf & Casey, 2016).  

After reducing the skewness of raw data with logarithmic transformation, standardization 

process is still necessary as log transformed values have still different measurement units. 

There are several standardization methods such as ranking, Min-Max and z-scores. In 

addition, distance to a reference method, which is basically measures relative position of 

individual indicator according to pivot point, is widely used in composite indicators (Nardo et 

al., 2005). However, in this case, defining reference point is not applicable as it requires more 

data in terms of environmental characteristics of each ward. Therefore, the standard scaler is 

used from the sklearn package which standardizes values by scaling entire dataset with a zero 

mean and unit variance (Scikit, 2018). This process is also necessary for principal component 

analysis stage which will be discussed in the next section.  

 

5.7 Weighting and Aggregation  

In the framework that make comparative assessment as in this study, the weight given to each 

individual indicator is of great importance as it significantly affects the overall result (Greco 

et al., 2019). There are several statistical weighting techniques such as factor analysis, 

principal component analysis, analytic hierarchy processes, conjoint analysis and most widely 

used equal weighting (Nardo et al., 2005). Apart from statistical methods, there are also 

weighting methods based on expert opinion (ibid.). At this stage, different scenarios will be 

attempted and the most suitable one will be selected for the following process. Prior to look at 
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different scenarios, it is essential to define each method used. Equal weighting can be 

basically defined as giving equal weight to each variable, although it is generally perceived as 

no weighting (Gómez-Limón et al., 2020). In composite indicators related to assess 

sustainability like ESI, equal weighting technique is generally applied. If there is a high 

correlation between the variables, data reduction techniques such as principal component 

analysis(PCA) and factor analysis(FA) are used because equal weighting may not give 

suitable results (Greco et al., 2019). PCA creates one or more index components by using a 

linear combination of variables and therefore it is useful to gather individual indicators 

according to their correlation (Nardo et al., 2005).  

As mentioned above, correlation between ecological and carbon footprint datasets and also 

correlation between air quality datasets are quite strong. Before aggregating process, these 

variables should be grouped to avoid double counting. As a result of PCA for air quality 

datasets, 4 principal components are created. While the first one has 96 percent explained 

variation ratio, others have relatively small values considered as noise. Therefore, first 

component is selected to represent air quality indicator. This situation is observed similarly in 

carbon and ecological footprint datasets. Two principal components are created and larger one 

has 99 percent explained variation ratio; therefore, these datasets are grouped called 

environmental footprint. However, PCA for the green space percentage and ambient 

temperature is slightly different. Two components are formed, one has 76 percentage of 

explained variance ratio and other has 24 percentage which is large enough to be 

underestimated. Therefore, principal components are multiplied by the square root of 

eigenvalues and summed to generate one indicator called ecological assets. It should be noted 

that if any individual indicator has negative effect on environmental sustainability, all values 

of the data are converted to negative. Then values are aligned between 0 and 1 with the help 

of Min-Max scaler to avoid that negative values may create cancelling issue. At the next 
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stage, the results of PCA and other individual indicators are arithmetically combined to create 

two main domains: environmental systems and environmental stresses. At the final stage, two 

main domains are also arithmetically combined to construct composite indicator.  

 

Table 5.3: PCA results for different indicators 
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Figure 5.4: Framework diagram of composite indicator  
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5.8 Uncertainty Analysis 

As described in OECD’s handbook on constructing composite index, “Uncertainty analysis 

focuses on how uncertainty in the input factors propagates through the structure of the 

composite indicator and affects the composite indicator values” (Nardo et al., 2005). 

Therefore, a set of simulations is implemented to analyse alterations of the composite 

indicator result by changing the selection of individual indicators. As shown in Table, four 

input factors are defined and as a result, 189 samples are generated. While first two factors are 

more related to PCA components, last two factors are based on the selection of individual 

indicators. In order to further simplify the results of the test, the results of 33 boroughs in total 

are reflected by taking the average of the wards in each borough instead of presenting each 

ward.  

 

Table 5.4: Description of 4 factor for Uncertainty Test 
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Looking at the results (Figure 5.5), it is clear that there is a substantial variance. The possible 

reason for this expected result is hidden in the last two factors based on subtracting the 

indicators from each domain. As described in the Table 5.4, the third factor is based on the 

subtraction of each of the environmental stress indicator, while the fourth factor is based on 

the subtraction of the environmental system indicators. To make sure of this possible 

argument, the first two factors that depend on the PCA analysis have been decomposed and 

presented in the Figure 5.7. As can be seen from this graph, the first two factors do not affect 

the variance in the results as last two factors. When the third factor is added to this 

decomposed test, the variance increases relatively, as indicated in the Figure 5.6. The 

conclusion that can be drawn from this is that each indicator simulated by subtracting them in 

the third and fourth factors has a great effect on the results. In addition, the reason for the 

accumulation in the middle region is probably the logarithmic transformation applied at the 

initial stages.  
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Figure 5.5: Uncertainty Test Results including 189 samples with 4 factors applied 

Figure 5.6: Uncertainty Test Results including 63 samples with first three factor applied 
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Figure 5.7: Uncertainty Test Results including 21 samples with first 2 factors applied 

Chapter 6 – Results 

6.1 Overall Results  
 

The environmental sustainability index, which is the result of the arithmetic combination of 

the two domains in the framework, is scaled between 0 and 10 with the help of Min-Max 

Scaler for ease of representation. In this context, the results will be represented in 3 different 

stages. Firstly, the index created will be displayed on the map at the ward scale, then the 

arithmetic average of the wards in each borough will be taken to display at the borough scale. 

Secondly, the index will be decomposed, and individual indicators will be presented both at 

the ward and borough scale since decomposition may give better insight for overall 

performance of regions. At the last stage, cluster analysis will be applied to classify wards.  

From the Figure 6.1, the first notable area is the inner part of the Greater London. These 

regions with the lowest environmental sustainability scores mostly belong to the Westminster 

and City of London Boroughs. In fact, this was an expected result. Relatively high individual 

indicators’ values such as carbon footprint and air quality datasets have been already indicated 

that these regions would have lower results compared to other parts. Also, when we look at 

the maps of the 2 domains, we can see that they indicate low values in the inner part of the 

city. On the other hand, the index score is homogeneously distributed in the Greater London 

except some noises. South western and northern parts of the city have higher values compared 

their neighbours. Probably, the effect of the environmental stress domain produced lower 

sustainability index at these regions. It should also be noted that it is obvious that borough-

scale datasets such as environmental footprint and waste production manipulate the results 

since it indicates the boundaries of the boroughs. In the environmental systems domain figure, 

the difference between the inner and outer regions appears clearer than the composite index 
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result. The main reason for this is probably that the air quality value and the green area 

percentage are low in the central regions. On the contrary, a chaotic result has emerged in the 

environmental stress domain figure. Interestingly, in the central areas of the city, there are 

both high and low score areas. Low fertility rates and high recycling rates in some of these 

regions may have contributed to this situation. When we look at the environmental 

sustainability score on the borough scale (Figure 6.3), which is produced by simply taking 

arithmetic mean of wards in each borough, an image is close to the results mentioned above. 

However, instead of homogenous distribution with some noises, the results in here sharply 

reveal the differences in the borough.  
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Figure 6.1: Overall Composite Index and Domains at ward scale 
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Figure 6.2: Individual Indicators Score Scaled between 0 and 10 
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Figure 6.3: Overall Composite Index at borough scale 

 

 

 

Figure 6.4: Domains Score for all boroughs  
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6.2 Cluster Analysis 

Cluster analysis is applied as one of the result analysis methods. It is considered that it would 

be appropriate for decision makers to categorize the regions of the city according to the 

composite score and the indicators used in this structure. It may be effective for sustainable 

development to create plans on a group basis instead of applying a separate strategy to each 

region and evaluating each one separately. The cluster model is established with the help of 

K-means algorithm. As seen in the figure 6.5, there are three notable peaks: first one is when 

k=2 and second one is when k=7 and last one is when k=15. Although the silhouette scores 

are low, grouping wards according to their characteristics indicates that it is still essential 

when looking at the SSE results (Figure 6.6). As a results of cluster analysis, 15 different 

clusters are created.  

 

 

Figure 6.5: Cluster Analysis Silhouette Score for k=[1,20] 
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Figure 6.6: Cluster Analysis SSE results for k = [1,20] 

 

 

As a result of cluster analysis, the lowest scoring areas are divided into 2 groups: cluster 1 and 

4. Indeed, cluster 4 only consists of City of London since it’s wards have the same value in 

most datasets which leaves a question mark in terms of data quality. These two groups are 

characteristics in terms of higher value in footprint indicator and lower value in air quality 

indicator. While cluster 6 and 8 consists of wards that have higher score in the environmental 

systems domain, cluster 9 and 10 includes wards that have lower score in same domain. 

Cluster 2 and 3 are more characteristic in terms of relatively lower air pollution value and 

lower footprint value, therefore they have higher environmental sustainability value. Cluster 5 

and 7 have average values for all individual indicators. However, in some groups the analysis 

appears to act independently of the overall sustainability score. For example, cluster 10, 11 

and 15 includes different characteristics of wards.  While cluster analysis works effectively In 

cluster 13 which has lowest footprint value and cluster 14 which has lowest waste production 

value, it is difficult to distinguish characteristics easily in other clusters. The reason for this 
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maybe the low silhouette score and the fact that some datasets provide values at different 

scales. However, when we look at the overall result of cluster analysis, categorization seems 

to work partially but effectively.   
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Figure 6.7: Cluster Analysis Results – 1 to 5 
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Figure 6.8: Cluster Analysis Results – 6 to 10 
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Figure 6.9: Cluster Analysis Results – 11 to 15 
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Chapter 7 - Discussion  

Three research questions were mentioned at the beginning of the research. In this section, 

these three questions will be discussed considering the limitations, challenges and the 

possibilities for improvement.   

 

• What factors promote environmental sustainability and how can environmental 

indicators affect sustainability?  

• In order to measure environmental sustainability performance of cities, is it possible 

to get benefit from open data, and is it possible to create a composite framework 

which shows environmental performance effectively? 

• Can such a framework assist decision-makers to provide better policy? 

 

Before defining the factors, environmental sustainability was defined in the historical context, 

and thus, the factors emerged spontaneously. Then the factors affecting environmental 

sustainability were defined in the literature review sections with the help of international 

measurement methods such as ESI and region-oriented policy documents. Considering the 

lack of data on the ward scale, 14 different datasets provided from publicly available datastore 

were found. By the policy document’s guidelines, these datasets are categorised under two 

main domains: environmental stresses and environmental systems. As a result, several factors 

affecting environmental sustainability were identified, and available datasets related to these 

factors were used to construct composite indicator. As stated in the previous sections, some 

factors may not work effectively in certain regions, in other words, factor selection for 

assessment depends on the characteristics of the region. Although reference is made to policy 
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of selected region in this study, it is open to debate whether the selected indicators will work 

effectively at different scales. These challenges are mostly related to dataset selection. In 

addition to these challenges, proxy measures were used in this research due to the lack of 

available data. The extent to which these proxy variables reflect environmental sustainability 

is another challenge.  

 

The framework created is a proof that the environmental sustainability of the city can be 

measured and analysed with publicly available data. Although the single index generated 

gives comprehensive information about the assessment of the regions in the city, the accuracy 

of the methods used is also open to discussion. For example, the index does not make sense 

on its own, on the contrary, it is efficient for comparison with other regions. In other words, 

instead of considering reference points for each indicator, competitiveness among wards and 

boroughs is under consideration. The correlation between selected datasets is another 

challenge in the research. This issue is fixed by applying PCA method. At the beginning of 

the research, it was thought to combine all indicators with the PCA method instead of giving 

equal weight. However, according to some researchers, using the PCA method in composite 

indicators may cause some data to be ignored because it can over-reduce the 

multidimensionality of the data (Grupp & Schubert, 2010). Therefore, PCA method was used 

only for the data with high correlation between them, and the created indicators were 

arithmetically combined by giving equal weight. Normalisation process is also another 

challenge as data  

 

Composite indicators related to assessment of sustainability have 2 main purposes: to increase 

public awareness and to guide decision makers (Gómez-Limón et al., 2020). It is possible that 
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the index generated in this research can guide decision makers to understand the current 

situation of environmental sustainability in a holistic way. In this way, they can review 

existing strategies and set new objectives and strategies according to composite index result. 

In addition, thanks to the cluster analysis, they can apply different strategies to regions in 

similar situations. As stated in Chapter 4, the information provided by the composite indicator 

allows to establish a dialectical structure in the policy triangle. In addition, it was intended at 

the beginning of the research to create more than one index with data from different time 

periods. Thus, the effects of strategies implemented in different time periods could be 

observed and the performance of regions in terms of improving environmental sustainability 

could be evaluated. However, this is not possible for now due to the lack of available data at 

different time. This issue can be considered as further development of the research.  

 

Chapter 8 - Conclusion  

In this study, firstly, the factors affecting environmental sustainability were found with the 

help of literature review. Thus, first question in the research was attempted to answered 

theoretically. Subsequently, the environmental sustainability performance of the Greater 

London area was measure using the composite indicator methodology, with the help of 

London’s relevant policy documents on environmental sustainability. Also, inspired by 

existing methods such as EPI and ESI, the processes of the composite indices were 

appropriately applied. Although the Greater London region was chosen due to the data 

richness, the relatively small number of indicators used was one of the main limitations 

affecting the result. One of the aims of the research was that the data used should be publicly 

available data, so the selected data were obtained from the London datastore, but as 
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mentioned above some proxy measures may not accurately reflect the results. Therefore, this 

issue could be another challenge for this research.  

The values obtained from the composite framework indicate the competitive results between 

each ward and borough in the Greater London. Although the environmental sustainability 

reference point is not considered in this research, the competitive results among lower scale 

regions can be useful and informative for decision makers. When we look at the results, the 3 

boroughs with the lowest values are City of London, Westminster, and Kensington and 

Chelsea. These results are not surprising because it can be easily obtained when we look at the 

indicators independently of the composite framework. But it should be noted again that these 

3 boroughs are the results when compared with other boroughs’ performance. On the other 

hand, the 3 most environmentally sustainable boroughs are Newham, Bexley and Ealing. 

Apart from these, there were relatively many boroughs with medium values, that is, with a 

sustainability score close to 5. The reason for this can be explained that the logarithmic 

transformation applied in the initial step influenced the results. However, this transformation 

was necessary due to some outliers and skewed distributions in most of the datasets.  

While constructing the composite framework, the OECD’s informative handbook successfully 

guided, however, actions at each step are still open to debate in terms of accuracy. For 

example, in the uncertainty test based on the subtraction of indicators, it has been observer 

that the value changes are relatively high. The reason for this situation can be seen as the 

limitation of the available data. In addition, double counting issue was attempted to be solved 

by applying PCA among datasets with relatively high correlation. Equal weighting method 

was applied to other datasets and thus domains referenced from ESI were valued. As a result, 

an index was created by assigning negative value to datasets that have negative impact on 

sustainability and vice versa. The composite index in this study is aimed to allow decision 

makers to approach environmental sustainability in an urban context in a holistic way. With 
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the cluster analysis applied on the results, the regions with a similar situation were classified 

and it became a comprehensive guide for the strategies to be made in the future. However, 

due to the limitations stated in the previous section, it is not recommended to use the results 

alone, but rather as a supplementary element for another source. To further improvement, 

measuring the performance of urban regions in different time periods by analysing different 

datasets could be appropriate.  
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Appendix  
 
Scripts  
 

#Import Necessary Library 

import geopandas as gpd 

import pandas as pd 

import numpy as np 

import seaborn as sns 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

from sklearn.decomposition import PCA 

from sklearn.preprocessing import StandardScaler 

from sklearn.preprocessing import MinMaxScaler 

 

#DATA 

# Temperature data processed in QGIS application and converted to GeoPackage file 

# Data 

temperature_gpkg = gpd.read_file("./Data/temperature.gpkg") 

temperature_raw = pd.DataFrame() 

temperature_raw[["GSS_CODE", "TEMP"]] =  temperature_gpkg[["GSS_CODE", 
"WSAVG"]] 

temperature_raw.describe() 

# Air quality datas processed in QGIS application(points to wards) 

pm10_raw = pd.read_csv("./Data/annual_mean_of_particulate_matter_pm10_2016.csv") 

pm25_raw = pd.read_csv("./Data/annual_mean_of_particulate_matter_pm25_2016.csv") 

nox_raw  = pd.read_csv("./Data/annual_mean_of_nitrogen_oxide_nox_2016.csv") 

no2_raw  = pd.read_csv("./Data/annual_mean_of_nitrogen_dioxide_no2_2016.csv") 

# Vehicle use and land use data  

land_use_raw = pd.read_csv("./Data/land_use_ward.csv") 

vehicle_use_raw = pd.read_csv("./Data/licenced_vehicle.csv") 

ward_atlas_raw = pd.read_csv("./Data/ward_atlas_data.csv") 

london_all = ward_atlas_raw[["Codes", "Borough"]] 
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# Borough level data  

environmental_footprint_borough_raw = 
pd.read_csv("./Data/environmental_footprint_borough.csv") 

household_recycle_rate_borough_raw = 
pd.read_csv("./Data/household_recycle_rate_borough.csv") 

waste_per_head_borough_raw = 
pd.read_csv("./Data/annual_household_waste_per_head.csv") 

# integrating the temp data into the same index as the others  

temperature_raw =temperature_raw.set_index("GSS_CODE") 

temperature_raw = temperature_raw.reindex(index=ward_atlas_raw["Codes"]) 

temperature_raw = temperature_raw.reset_index() 

# Null check 

temperature_raw.isnull() 

# Manuel entry for null variable (City of London = 18.0872) 

temperature_raw["TEMP"][0] = 18.0872 

# Changing column name  

environmental_footprint_borough_raw = 
environmental_footprint_borough_raw.rename(columns={"Area":"Borough"}) 

environmental_footprint_ward = pd.DataFrame() 

environmental_footprint_ward = london_all.merge(environmental_footprint_borough_raw, 
on="Borough") 

 

household_recycle_rate_borough_raw = 
household_recycle_rate_borough_raw.rename(columns={"Area":"Borough"}) 

household_recycle_rate_ward = pd.DataFrame() 

household_recycle_rate_ward = london_all.merge(household_recycle_rate_borough_raw, 
on="Borough") 

 

waste_per_head_borough_raw = 
waste_per_head_borough_raw.rename(columns={"Area":"Borough"}) 

waste_per_head_ward = pd.DataFrame() 

waste_per_head_ward = london_all.merge(waste_per_head_borough_raw, on="Borough") 

# Null check  

waste_per_head_ward.isnull() 

household_recycle_rate_ward.isnull() 
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environmental_footprint_ward.isnull() 

#Datasets from different sources are collected to one dataframe  

 

ecological_footprint = environmental_footprint_ward["Ecological_Footprint_(gha/capita)"] 

carbon_footprint = environmental_footprint_ward["Carbon_Footprint_(tonnes CO2/capita)"] 

temperature = temperature_raw["TEMP"] 

household_recycle_rate = household_recycle_rate_ward["household_recycle_rate"] 

fertility_rate = ward_atlas_raw["fertility_rate"] 

population_density = ward_atlas_raw["population_density_per_sqkm"] 

greenspace_area_percentage = land_use_raw["%Area_of_Greenspace"] 

vehicle_use = vehicle_use_raw["licenced_vehicle_per_household"] 

waste_per_head = waste_per_head_ward["annual_household_waste_per_head_kgs/head"] 

water_area_percentage = land_use_raw["%Area_of_Water"] 

no2 = no2_raw["NO2"] 

nox = nox_raw ["Nox"] 

pm25 = pm25_raw["pm25"] 

pm10 = pm10_raw["pm10"] 

GSS_CODE = ward_atlas_raw["Codes"] 

london_all_data = {"GSS_CODE": GSS_CODE, 

                  "NO2" : no2, 

                  "NOX" : nox, 

                  "PM25" : pm25, 

                  "PM10" : pm10, 

                  "CAR_USE" : vehicle_use, 

                  "GREEN%" : greenspace_area_percentage, 

                   "WATER%": water_area_percentage, 

                  "POPD" : population_density, 

                  "FERTR" : fertility_rate, 

                  "HRECYR" : household_recycle_rate, 

                  "TEMP" : temperature, 

                  "CARBONF" : carbon_footprint, 

                  "ECOF" : ecological_footprint, 
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                  "WASTE":waste_per_head} 

london_dataframe_raw = pd.DataFrame(london_all_data) 

#Correlation Plot 

corr_data = london_dataframe_raw.drop(["GSS_CODE"], axis=1) 

corr_matrix = corr_data.corr() 

#Using heatmap to visualize the correlation matrix 

fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(12, 12))  

#mask = np.zeros_like(corr_data.corr()) 

mask = np.zeros_like(corr_matrix) 

mask[np.triu_indices_from(mask)] = 1 

sns.heatmap(corr_matrix, mask= mask, ax= ax, annot= True) 

#Log transformation 

london_dataframe_raw_v1 = london_dataframe_raw.drop(["GSS_CODE"],axis=1) 

london_dataframe_raw_v1["CAR_USE"] = london_dataframe_raw_v1["CAR_USE"]*100 

london_dataframe_raw_v1["PM25"] = london_dataframe_raw_v1["PM25"]*100 

london_dataframe_raw_v1["ECOF"] = london_dataframe_raw_v1["ECOF"]*100 

london_dataframe_raw_log = np.log(london_dataframe_raw_v1) 

london_dataframe_raw_log["GSS_CODE"] = london_dataframe_raw["GSS_CODE"] 

london_dataframe_raw = london_dataframe_raw_log 

 

london_dataframe_raw.describe() 

london_dataframe_raw = -london_dataframe_raw 

london_dataframe_raw["GREEN%"] = - london_dataframe_raw["GREEN%"] 

london_dataframe_raw["HRECYR"] = - london_dataframe_raw["HRECYR"] 

#PCAs 

ss = StandardScaler() 

pca = PCA() 

# PCA for air quality indicator 

air_raw = london_dataframe_raw.filter(["NOX", "NO2", "PM10", "PM25"]) 

#sns.pairplot(air) 

air_scaled = ss.fit_transform(air_raw) 

pca_air = pca.fit_transform(air_scaled) 
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# checking pca components explianed variance and its ratio  

print('Explained variation per principal component: 
{}'.format(pca.explained_variance_ratio_)) 

print(pca.components_) 

print(pca.explained_variance_) 

# clearly first component has more value for explained variation ratio  

# creating dataframe including each component 

pca_air_Df = pd.DataFrame(data = pca_air 

             , columns = ['pc1','pc2', 'pc3','pc4']) 

# MinMax Scale for air 

scale = MinMaxScaler(feature_range=(0, 1)) 

pca_air_scaled = scale.fit_transform(pca_air_Df) 

pca_air_scaled_Df = pd.DataFrame(data = pca_air_scaled 

             , columns = ['pc1','pc2', "pc3", "pc4"]) 

pca_air_scaled_Df 

 

# PCA for environmental footprint  

footprint = london_dataframe_raw.filter(["CARBONF", "ECOF"]) 

#sns.pairplot(footprint) 

footprint = ss.fit_transform(footprint) 

pca_footprint = pca.fit_transform(footprint) 

print('Explained variation per principal component: 
{}'.format(pca.explained_variance_ratio_)) 

print(pca.explained_variance_) 

 

# MinMax Scale for footprint  

scale = MinMaxScaler(feature_range=(0, 1)) 

pca_footprint_scaled = scale.fit_transform(pca_footprint) 

pca_footprint_scaled_Df = pd.DataFrame(data = pca_footprint_scaled 

             , columns = ['pc1','pc2']) 

pca_footprint_scaled_Df 

remaining_env_systems_id = ["GREEN%", "TEMP"] 

remaining_env_systems = london_dataframe_raw.filter(remaining_env_systems_id) 
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remaining_env_systems = ss.fit_transform(remaining_env_systems) 

remaining_env_systems_pca = pca.fit_transform(remaining_env_systems) 

print('Explained variation per principal component: 
{}'.format(pca.explained_variance_ratio_)) 

print(pca.explained_variance_) 

 

remaining_env_systems_pca_list = [] 

for index_env in range(0,len(remaining_env_systems_pca)): 

    remaining_env_systems_pca_list.append(remaining_env_systems_pca[index_env]) 

remaining_env_systems_pca = pd.DataFrame(list(remaining_env_systems_pca_list)) 

 

#MinMax Scale for environmental system domain  

scale = MinMaxScaler(feature_range=(0, 1)) 

# Scale  

remaining_env_systems_pca_scaled = scale.fit_transform(remaining_env_systems_pca_list) 

remaining_env_systems_pca_scaled_df = 
pd.DataFrame(list(remaining_env_systems_pca_scaled)) 

remaining_env_systems_pca_scaled_df.columns = ["pc1", "pc2"] 

remaining_env_systems_pca_scaled_df 

 

#Remaining Env Stress Indicators (Standardise and MinMax Scale) 

remainin_env_stress_ind = ["HRECYR", "WASTE", "CAR_USE", "POPD", "FERTR"] 

remainin_env_stress = london_dataframe_raw.filter(remainin_env_stress_ind) 

remainin_env_stress = ss.fit_transform(remainin_env_stress) 

#MinMax Scale 

scale = MinMaxScaler(feature_range=(0, 1)) 

remainin_env_stress_scaled = scale.fit_transform(remainin_env_stress) 

remainin_env_stress_df = pd.DataFrame(list(remainin_env_stress_scaled)) 

remainin_env_stress_df.columns = remainin_env_stress_ind 

remainin_env_stress_df 

 

env_stress_domain = (pca_footprint_scaled_Df["pc1"]  

                     + remainin_env_stress_df["HRECYR"]  
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                     + remainin_env_stress_df["WASTE"] 

                     + remainin_env_stress_df["CAR_USE"] 

                     + remainin_env_stress_df["POPD"] 

                     + remainin_env_stress_df["FERTR"])/6 

 

 

env_stress_domain = pd.DataFrame(list(env_stress_domain)) 

env_stress_domain.columns = ["env_stress_domain"] 

 

env_systems_index = (pca_air_scaled_Df["pc1"] + 
remaining_env_systems_pca_scaled_df["pc1+pc2"]) 

 

scale = MinMaxScaler(feature_range=(0, 10)) 

env_systems_index = scale.fit_transform(env_systems_index) 

env_stress_domain = scale.fit_transform(env_stress_domain) 

env_sust_index = (env_systems_index + env_stress_domain)/2 

env_sust_index = pd.DataFrame(list(env_sust_index)) 

scale = MinMaxScaler(feature_range=(0, 10)) 

env_sust_index = scale.fit_transform(env_sust_index) 

env_sust_index = pd.DataFrame(list(env_sust_index)) 

env_sust_index.columns = ["env_sust_index"] 

env_sust_index 

#Uncertainty Analysis 

POPD = remainin_env_stress_df["POPD"] 

FERTR = remainin_env_stress_df["FERTR"] 

CAR_USE = remainin_env_stress_df["CAR_USE"] 

HRECYR = remainin_env_stress_df["HRECYR"] 

WASTE = remainin_env_stress_df["WASTE"] 

footprint = pca_footprint_scaled_Df["pc1"] 

air = pca_air_scaled_Df["pc1"] 

air_scaled_df = pd.DataFrame(data = air_scaled 

             , columns = ['NOX','NO2', 'PM10','PM25']) 
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ecological = remaining_env_systems_pca_scaled_df["pc1+pc2"] 

CARBONF = remainin_env_stress_df["CARBONF"] 

ECOF = remainin_env_stress_df["ECOF"] 

NOX = air_scaled_df["NOX"] 

NO2 = air_scaled_df["NO2"] 

PM10 = air_scaled_df["PM10"] 

PM25 = air_scaled_df["PM25"] 

uncertainity_results = pd.DataFrame() 

 

factor1 = ["air_pollution_pca", "air_pollution_equal", "air_pollution_PCA_without_PM25"] 

factor2 = ["footprint_pca", "footprint_equal", "only_CARBONF"] 

factor3 = {"all_env_stress" :[0.166, 0.166, 0.166, 0.166, 0.166, 0.166], 

           "POPD_exluded":[0 ,0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2], 

           "FERTR_exluded": [0.2 ,0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2],  

           "CAR_USE_excluded": [0.2 ,0.2, 0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2], 

           "footprint_exluded": [0.2 ,0.2, 0.2, 0, 0.2, 0.2], 

           "HRECYR_exluded": [0.2 ,0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0, 0.2], 

           "WASTE_exluded": [0.2 ,0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0]} 

factor4 = {"all_env_systems" : [0,1], "air_exluded": [0,1], "ecological_exluded": [0.5,0.5]} 

 

 

 

steps_taken=0 

 

for a in factor1: 

    if a== "air_pollution_equal": 

        air = (NOX + NO2 + PM10 + PM25)/4 

        air = pd.DataFrame(data=air) 

        # MinMax Scale for air 

        scale = MinMaxScaler(feature_range=(0, 1)) 

        air = scale.fit_transform(air) 

        air = map(lambda x: x[0], air) 
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        air = pd.Series(air) 

    elif a =="air_pollution_PCA_without_PM10": 

        air = pd.DataFrame({"NOX": NOX, "NO2": NO2, "PM10": PM10}) 

        air = pca.fit_transform(air) 

        air = map(lambda x: x[0], air) 

        air = pd.Series(air) 

    else: 

        air = air 

    for d in factor2: 

         if d== "only_CARBONF": 

            ecological = CARBONF 

            air = (NOX + NO2 + PM10 + PM25)/4 

            air = pd.DataFrame(data=air) 

            # MinMax Scale for air 

            scale = MinMaxScaler(feature_range=(0, 1)) 

            air = scale.fit_transform(air) 

            air = map(lambda x: x[0], air) 

            air = pd.Series(air) 

        elif d =="footprint_equal": 

            ecological = (CARBONF+ECOF)/2 

            # MinMax Scale for footprint 

            scale = MinMaxScaler(feature_range=(0, 1)) 

            ecological = scale.fit_transform(ecological) 

            ecological = map(lambda x: x[0], ecological) 

            ecological = pd.Series(ecological)  

        else: 

            ecological = ecological 

        for b in factor2: 

            steps_taken += 1 

            weights = factor2[b] 

            env_stess_dom = (POPD*weights[0] + FERTR*weights[1] +CAR_USE*weights[2]  

            +footprint*weights[3] +HRECYR*weights[4] +WASTE*weights[5])/6 
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            for c in factor3: 

                weight = factor3[c] 

                env_system_dom = (air*weight[0] + ecological*weight[1]) 

                env_sust_index = (env_system_dom + env_stess_dom)/2 

                env_sust_index = pd.DataFrame(data=env_sust_index) 

                scale = MinMaxScaler(feature_range=(0, 10)) 

                env_sust_index = scale.fit_transform(env_sust_index) 

                env_sust_index = map(lambda x: x[0], env_sust_index) 

                env_sust_index = pd.Series(env_sust_index) 

                env_sust_index  

                uncertainity_results[steps_taken] = env_sust_index 

                steps_taken +=1   

uncertainity_results = london_all.merge(uncertainity_results, left_index=True, 
right_index=True) 

uncertainity_results = uncertainity_results.drop(["Codes"],  axis=1) 

uncertainity_results_borough = uncertainity_results.groupby(["Borough"]).mean() 
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